The world during the COVID-19 pandemic from the points of view of individuals with autism and ADHD and their families

“The Struggle Between Light and Dark”
-Age 16
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“I learned how to ride my big bike. I love that my family takes a walk every night. I like feeling the fresh air when I ride down the hill.” – Age 7
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"Confinement time during COVID-19: e-learning at home"  
-Age 12

"Confinement time during COVID-19: time with cousins"  
-Age 12
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“Doctor Friend”

“Healthcare Friend”
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“Teacher Mister”

“Teacher Miss”
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“No title, he is just very into trains/all technical things...”
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“A Prayer to Stay Healthy”
-Age 32
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“Zoom Glitch Frustration”
-Age 6
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“Cooking During Quarantine”
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“Battle of Olustee”
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“Coronavirus Feelings”
-Age 9
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“...three thoughts consistently plaguing my mind as things progress”

-Age 23
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“Brave and Afraid”
-Age 16
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“Lollipops”
-Age 3 ½
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"SONIC THE HEDGEHOG"
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“Struggling with COVID-19 Quarantine ”
-Age 10

[Image of a drawing showing a person standing in front of a list of places where there are no items: Target, Walmart, Dollar Tree, Michaels, KOAL'S, Ross, and Zellers. The list has red Xs through each item, indicating they are closed or unavailable.]
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“Untitled # One ”
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“Learning about Metamorphosis”
-Age 5